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to fill an importR.nt want; and while taking as little space 
as an ordinary globe valve, reduces the pressure of direct 
steam, gas. or other fluid taken from a boiler or generator to 
a less pressure in tile pipes or apparatus. It is used for manu
facturing or heating purposes, and maintains the prescribed 
pressure constantly, notwithstanding the variations that may 
take place in the boiler above the pressure required. It can 
be readily readjusted, and a steam gage attached at top in
dicates the preS3UTl! which the valve is supplying. It is 
much used in distilleries, refineries, paper mills, bleacheries, 
a1id for reducing and regulating the pressu�re of steam sup
plied from boilers or street mains to houses, and steamheat-. 
ing in general, or wherever a constant unvarying pressure is 
required .. It works without stuffing boxes, or rubbers, and 
their claims as to its qualities and capacity seem well 
founded. 

Their steam engine indicator is one of Mr. Crosby's later 
prod uctions, and is designed to obviate the difficulties hereto
fore thought to be insurmountable, caused by the adoption 
in engines of .increased speed, great pressures, and high 
grades of expansion. By means of this instrument the in
ternal working of a steam engine may be determined. It is 
a well known fact that the high state of excellence of the 
steam engine of to-day is due mainly to the information 
afforded by the indicator. When the Crosby indicator is 
properly applied, and its indications intelligently read, they 
may be implicitly relied upon even when the engine is run
ning at the highest practicable speed. This statement is 
verified by tile testimony of the lea ding experts of the coun
try, and mechanical engineers and experts who were already 
fully equipped with the best the market then afforded are 
being supplied with the Crosby. The polar planimeter for 
measuring indicator diagrams in Its most perfect and com
plete form is in process of manufacture by this company. 

The Crosby safety water gage is a simple contrivance 
attached to an ordinary glass tube water gage without alter
ing its external appearance, but removes all danger of scald
ing. Its action is so complete that upon the sudden break
age of the glass tube no steam or hot water is perceptible 
other than that contained by the tube at the time of break
ing. 

Their steam cylinder lubricator, it is said, is without a 
rival as to its effectiveness, economy, and reliability. It 
embraces the remarkable feature of sight feeding in drops, 
which enables the e-ngineer to set the proper feed at once, 
relieving him of the necessity of guessing the rate at which 
it IS feeding, or whether it is feeding at all. The oil is seen 
passing to the engine in drops, and may be regulated to de
liver even less than one drop per minute, while uniform and 
certain action is still secured. 

The Crosby low water alarm works automatically and 
efficiently without the use of fusible plugs, floats, cranks, 
springs, or moving machinery, and no part need be removed 
to fit it for work again after its action. It is very simple aud 
reliable. 

The" .Bay State" muffier, also made by this company, is 
for the purpose of reducing to its minimum the harsh and 
disagreeable noise occasioned by the escape of steam from 
steam pipes and safety valves without hindering the free 
outflow of steam_ 

This company is also engaged in the manufacture of vari
ous other standard instruments, such as engine revolution 
registers, marine clocks, test pumps, test gages, salino
meters, thermometers, pyrometers, whistles, etc. 

The officers of the company are: J. H. Millett, President; 
Geo. H. Eager, Treasurer; Geo. H. Crosby, Superintendent; 
and their place of business is at corn�r Milk and Battery" 
march streets, Boston. 

A Lar�e Holtz Electrical Machine, 

Messrs . . J. and H. Berge, of this city, have just completed 
a very large and finely constructed double plate Holtz elec
trical machine for E. N. Dickerson, Esq. This is probably 
the largest HoLtz machine ever made, the revolving plates 
being. forty-five hiches·IIl.:diameter. and other parts in pro
portion. 

Sy means of a continuous c�arging apparatus attached to 
the machine the inductors may be readily charged without 
recoUrse to theca:tskin and ruober, plate. The machine; to
getiler with' the charging apparatus, is mounted on a massive 
mahogany table, which is sufficiently large 1.0 support any 
apparatus used in experiments. By an ingenious arrange
ment of mechanism the crank which rotates the large plates 
is made to turn tbe charging apparatus. This machuie is 
capable of yielding a .26-inch spark, accompanied by a re
port that is really startling. 

By way. of contrast, this firm exhibit a !'diminutive Holtz 
machine having a 5·inch revolving piate;' and yielding a 
i-inch ;sP!trk. 

.. , . , . � 

Digestive Ferment 'In the· Fig. 

M. Bouchut, who has been investiga1:ing the . digestive 
principle of the papaw tree,'has extended his researches to 
the common fig, and the result of preliminary, experimen"ts 
(Comptes Rendu8, xci., p. 67), carried out upon the milky 
juice collected· from a fig tree in �pri[ last; seems to show 
that this juice contains a powerful ?fermentcapable of digest
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THE MAGNET IN MEDICINE, 

It would make a cUlious chapter in the history of medi
cine to trace the repeated fluctuations of popular and pro
fessional confi�ence in tbe tberapeutic virtues of light, heat, 
electricity, and other" modes of motion." 

Now one, now another of these manifestations of physical 
energy becomes the popular cure-all, aud tbe medical jour
nals accumulate a vast amount of testimony offered in evi
dence of the beneficent power of the new curative agent. 
Blue light and red light, heat and cold, frictional electricity, 
galvanism, electro-magnetism, actinism, and the rest, have 
all had their day, more or less prolonged, in which men 
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to influence physiological 'processe�. At any rate the use of 
the 10lidstoite to cure di�eafies was recorded as early as 550 
A.D. The researches of Baron Reichenbach, sixty yearsor 

·Contents.· so ago, were attended by a remarkable development of inte-
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nose, tongue,' and skin were equally insensible to their power. 
To this negative evidence there was much positive evidence 
tending to show that the tbcrapeuticeffects said to have heen 
caused by magnets could be . effected ! as .well by pieces of 
wood, bonp, brass, or other substancp', painted so as to look 
like magnets. Accordingly tile use' of magnets in medicine 
and in physiological investigations fell intu neglect -if not 
into contempt, the prevailing opinion among intelligent men 
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by the simple process of binding magnets upon tbe affected 
parts, it is obvious that the remooy should not be despised. 

Apparently the time has come for a reinvestigation of the 
whole matter. 
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Great interest has been felt for some time past among en
gineers to learn the result of the recent trial, by the United 
States Board of Examiner�, of the hia:h pressure boilers of . 
the little English steamer the Anthl 'acite, a detailed daf 
scription of which, with illustrations, appeared In the 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN of Aug. 7. Its owners had put for
ward tbe great economy of fuel possible as the principa l ad· 
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